May Science Café

Healing in the Nano City:
Designing Equity into Transformative Healthcare

Friday, May 17, 2013
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Arizona Science Center
600 E Washington Street
Phoenix, AZ
(602) 716-2000

How will we treat diseases in the future?

Today, many people have access to effective treatment for medical conditions. But as technology (and costs) rise, the potential for some people to lose access also increases.

How can we ensure equitable distribution of new treatments?

This café will focus on the equity and equality in the distribution of health services enabled by future technology.

For a map and directions visit www.azscience.org
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Science Cafés are free, informal discussions that bring together members of the community and university faculty to discuss how science and technology can change the future.

In the typical café, a scientist and a humanist speak for 5-15 minutes on a topic, with the rest of the time for the public to ask questions and present concerns.

Teachers receive 1 hour Professional Development for each Café attended.